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BEL MASTER
MULTI-FUNCTION
HAIR COLOR PROCESSOR
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Bel Master Multi-Function
Hair Color Procesi

he Bel Master is a state of the art,

ergonomically-designed, multi-function

hair processor that is gentle on the hair

and easy to use. This compact do-it-ail

machine is easily maneuverable and

takes a minimal amount of space.

All this and beautiful color besides!

The Bel Master is one investment that

you can't afford to be without.

Save Time!

The Bel Master reduces the
processing time of perms, coloring
and conditioning by 45-70%, using an
ionized steam heat source which actually
opens up the hair follicle allowing quicker
penetration.

Increase Customer
Satisfaction!

The Bel Master provides longer lasting color,
resisting fading.

Increase Productivity!

Average times saved for processes is about
15 to 30 minutes; extra time for your colorist
to take a needed break or to start on another
client.

Increase Profits!

Faster service, happier customers, and con-
tented colorists; all this and a turnover rate
that will mean higher profits for you.
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Bel Master works
for you!

Easy - We make the Bel Master easy to
use by pre-setting the times and
temperatures of the various modes
at the minimum suggested, your
colorist simply adds extra time and
temperature manually.

Versatile - Coloring, bleaching, perming,
conditioning, highlighting and
streaking all in one machine

Convenient - No running around for
different functions, just change the
mode at the touch of a button.

Control Panel Water Container Main Pilot Lamp

Convenient handle for the water supply bottle
makes it safe and easy to insert.

Hygenically designed,,
chemical storage is kept
uncontaminated as conden-
sation flows from the hood
into the drain tank which is
designed for easy removal.
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Steam Pipe

Drain Tank

The digital indicator is large and easy to read.
The compact control panel is simple and
easy-to-operate.

Mode 1 - Colors: 3 -15 minutes.

Mode 2 - Bleach: 15-30 minutes

Mode 3 - Perm/Red colors: 6 -10 minutes

Mode 4 - Treatment: 9 minutes.

Mode 5 - Acid color highlift: 15 minutes.

Mode 6 - Foils sun streaks: 10-20 minutes
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Bel Master Multi-Function
Hair Color Processor

Takara Belmont's
Bel Master Multi-
Function Hair
Processor - model
BM-97 is one
machine that will
make you wonder
how you ever did
without it.

SALON - 2040 SQ.FT. ±
FLOOR PLAN

Specifications

580-790 (2213/16"~311/B">

Rated Voltage 115V/5.4 A

Weight 6.8 kg (15 Ibs) Stand Type
7.1 kg (151/2 Ibs) Arm Type
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